American Century Investments Cookies Policy
Information about our use of cookies
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that is stored on a user’s device.
This Cookies Policy describes the cookies we use on our website and what they are used for. This Cookies Policy
should be read alongside our Website Privacy Notice.
The types of cookies we use are set out below. We do not require your consent to set ‘Strictly necessary’ cookies
on your device. The other categories of cookies are optional and can be accepted or rejected by visiting our
Privacy Preference Center.
Strictly necessary cookies. These are cookies that are essential for the operation of our website and
for us to provide services requested by you. They include, for example, cookies that enable you to
log into secure areas of our website.
Cookie

Expiry Period

Purpose

OptanonAlertBox Closed

Persistent (1 yr)

Stores if the cookie alert box was
just closed

OptanonConsent

Persistent (1 yr)

Stores cookie consent

sdsat_

Persistent (1 yr)

Used to support the use of Adobe
Dynamic Tag manager

BIP

Session

Used to maintain an anonymous
user session

BIPCQ

Session

Used to maintain an anonymous
user session

JSESSIONID

Session

Used to maintain an anonymous
user session

mbox

Persistent (1 yr)

Stores the country that was
selected on the website

Performance cookies. They allow us to recognise and count the number of visitors and to see how
visitors move around our website when they are using it. This helps us to improve the way our
website works, for example, by ensuring that users are finding what they are looking for easily.
Cookie

24992478

Expiry Period

Purpose

s_sess

Session

Used for Adobe Analytics web
analytics

s_pers

Session

Used for Adobe Analytics web
analytics

s_cc

Session

Stores whether cookies are
enabled in the browser

AMCV_618d8008560146097
F000101%40AdobeOrg

Persistent (2 yrs)

Used for targeted marketing in
Adobe Audience Manager

demdex.net

Session

Used for targeted marketing in
Adobe Audience Manager

corporate.americancentury.com Persistent (2 yrs)

Stores the site selected from the
corporate landing page

spring-security-redirect

Session

Stores redirect requests

requestURL

Persistent (15 yrs)

Stores the requested URL

Persistent cookies remain on a user’s device for a time period as noted in the tables above. Session cookies are
automatically deleted when the user’s Internet browser is closed.
These cookies can be removed at any time by following the appropriate instructions on your Internet browser.
If you use your browser settings to block all cookies (including essential cookies) you may not be able to access
all or parts of our website.
Please note that third parties (including, for example, advertising networks and providers of external services like
web traffic analysis services) may also use cookies, over which we have no control. These cookies are likely to be
analytical/performance cookies or targeting cookies.
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